
Overview of Columns in Litkey-DB

Litkey-DB shortcuts Description Examples

General Information

target

target hypothesis which specifies the 

intended word form; correction of 

orthographic but not grammatical errors

e.g. bellt  ('he/she/it barks')

POS

part of speech according to the Stuttgart-

Tübingen Tagset (STTS) (Schiller, Teufel, 

Stöckert, & Thielen, 1999)

e.g. ADJA for attributive adjective; 

NN for noun; PRF for reflexive 

personal pronoun

no_tokens
frequency of this target word with this POS 

in the Litkey Corpus

no_spellings

number of spelling variants of this target 

word with this POS observed across all 

original word forms

perc_erroneous
percentage of erroneous spellings out of all 

spellings of this target word with this POS

no_texts
number of texts in which this target-POS 

combination occurs

Word Internal Structure

phonemes list of the phonemes of the word (in SAMPA)e.g. ? U n t; d o: d o; ? aI s m a n

phoneme_units
list of the character units corresponding to 

a phoneme
e.g. u n d; D o d o; Ei s m a nn

no_phonemes number of phonemes the word consists of
e.g. 4 ( for ? U n t and d o: d o);                         

6 (for ? aI s m a n)

graphemes
list of the graphemes of the word; 

according to Eisenberg (2006)
e.g. u n d; D o d o; E i s m a n n

no_graphemes number of graphemes the word consists of
e.g. 3 (for u n d ); 4 (for D o d o );                    

7 (for E i s m a n n )

syllable_units
list of the character units corresponding to 

a syllable
e.g. und; Do do; Eis mann

syllable_types list of the syllable types of the word

e.g. stress (for und );                                    

stress unstress (for Do do  and Eis 

mann );  stress red (for ge hen )

no_syllables number of syllables the word consists of
e.g.  1 (for und ); 2 (for Do do, Eis 

mann and ge hen )

morpheme_units
list of the character units corresponding to 

a morpheme
e.g. und; Dodo; Eis mann; geh en

morpheme_types list of the morpheme types of the word

e.g. KON (for und ); NE (for Dodo );             

NN NN (for Eis mann );                                     

V INFL (for geh en )

no_morphemes number of morphemes the word consists of
e.g. 1 (for und and Dodo ); 2 (for 

Eis mann and geh en )
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Key Orthographic Features

graph_comb                            

(nondefault phonographic 

mappings)

Number of grapheme combinations : 

Graphemes for phoneme combinations that 

could be spelled by combining the 

individual graphemes but that have an 

idiosyncratic spellig (e.g., <qu> for [kv], 

<eu> for [oi]).

<sp>, <st>, <ei>, <ai>, <eu>, <äu>, 

<au>, <qu>

graph_marked (nondefault 

phonographic mappings)

Number of marked graphemes : Graphemes 

for which other graphemes would be 

available by default (e.g., <ai> is a marked 

grapheme for [ai], which is spelled <ei>, by 

default).

<ai>, <äu>, <ä>, <y>, <c> (except in 

<ch>, <sch>, <ck>), <chs>, <ks>, 

<dt>, <th>, <v>, <ph>, <ts>

ie                                                                    

(default phonographic mappings)

Number of <ie> : A special grapheme in that 

it is the only multi-letter grapheme for a 

tense vowel /i/m the lax counterpart, /ɪ/, is 

mapped onto <i>. All other pairs of tense 

and lax vowels (e.g., /y/-/ʏ/) are mapped 

onto the same single-letter grapheme by 

default.

<ie>

schwa_silent                                 

(syllabic principles)

Number of silent schwa : In reduced 

syllables *ə+ is often audible in words ending 

with /əm/, /ən/, and /əl/. Irrespective of 

this, the spelling of all reduced syllables 

including a silent schwa, always includes an 

<e>.

Hasen                                                

(*'hɑ:zņɑ:zne>.bits´) ('rabbits')

doubleC_syl                                    

(syllabic principles)

Number of double consonant spellings : In 

disyllabic words with the default German 

stress patterin (trochee: stressed-

unstressed, typically stressed-reduced), 

doubled consonants indicate to the reader 

the laxness/shortness of the first vowel; 

doubleC_syl is also annotated in word 

forms for which morpheme constancy 

requires that the double consonant spelling 

is carried forth from a reference form.

Hütte (*hʏtə+) vs. Hüte (*hYtəl+) 

('hut' vs. 'hats');                    

fallen/fällt ('to fall'/'[he/she/it] 

falls')

doubleC_other

Number of other double consonants : 

Consonant doublings which can neither be 

explained via the word's syllabic structure, 

nor morpheme constancy nor a morpheme 

boundary.

dann ('then),                                                                 

jetzt ('now')
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doubleV                                          

(syllabic principles)

Number of double vowels : Indicate the 

length of tense vowels in stressed syllables.
Seelen ('souls')

h_length                                         

(syllabic principles)

Number of vowel-lengthening <h> : 

Indicates the length of tense vowels in 

stressed syllables.

Kehlen ('throats')

h_sep                                              

(syllabic principles)

Number of syllable-separating <h> : 

Indicates separate syllables in the spelling 

of words that include two adjacent vowels 

belonging to different syllables; h_sep is 

also annotated in word forms for which 

morpheme constancy requires that the 

syllable-separating <h> is carried forth from 

a reference form.

drohen ('to threat'),                                                  

droht ('[he/she/it] threatens')

r_voc                                                     

(syllabic principles)

Number of vocalic r : When it occurs after a 

vowel in stressed syllables, <r> is 

pronounced *ɐ+. In reduced syllables, <r> 

frequently co-occurs with <e> in <er>, 

which is pronounced *ɐ+.

dort (*doɐt+; 'there')                                                     

Winter (*'vɪntɐ+; 'winter')

devoice_final                             

(morpheme constancy)

Number of final devoicing : Word forms that 

are pronounced with final devoicing are not 

spelled phonographically but with the 

grapheme for the voiced consonant to 

signal the morphological relation between 

the stem and the multisyllabic inflected 

forms.

Hund (*hʊnt+; 'dog'),                                                                  

Hunde (*'hʊndə+; 'dogs')

g_spirant                                         

(morpheme constancy)

Number of g_spirantization : A special case 

of final devoicing is spirantization of final 

/g/ to /ç/ and /x/, respectively. Following 

Eisenberg's (2006) overview, it is obligatory 

after /ɪ/, but not after /a/. There /g/ may 

alternatively be pronounced /k/.

winzig (*'vɪntsɪç+; 'tiny')                                                   

Tag  ([tak]; 'day')

morph_bound                                              

(morpheme constancy)

Number of morpheme boundaries : 

Morphologically complex words that 

include the same consonant at the end of 

one morpheme and at the beginning of the 

next include a double consonant spelling, 

with one of the consonants pertaining to 

the first and the other to the second 

morpheme, even though articulatorily 

speakers typically produce only one 

phoneme.

annehmen ('to suppose')
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Lexical Properties (Childlex)

chl_type.abs

Absolute frequency of occurrence of a given 

type in childLex (case sensitive); if 

applicable, the score is summed across all 

POS that a given type is associated with

chl_type.norm

Normalized type frequency: frequency of 

occurrence per 1,000,000 tokens (case 

sensitive)

chl_bigram.sum

Summed frequency of occurrence of the 

individual character bigrams of a type in all 

types in childLex (case-insensitive/down-

cased). Bigrams are pairs of successive 

letters, including markers for word 

boundaries. $haus$ ('house') includes five 

bigrams: $h, ha, au, us, s$

chl_bigram.min

Frequency of occurrence of the character 

bigram that has the lowest frequency of all 

bigrams in a word in all types in childLex 

(case-insensitive/down-cased). Bigrams are 

pairs of successive letters, including 

markers for word boundaries. $haus$ 

('house') includes five bigrams: $h, ha, au, 

us, s$

chl_nei.n

Number of orthographic neighbors (case-

insensitive/down-cased) as per Coltheart, 

Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner (1997), i.e., 

the number of types in childLex that have 

the same length as the given entry and 

differ from it by one letter replacement

chl_nei.old20

Average Levenshtein distance of a given 

entry to ist 20 closest neighbors, OLD20 

(case-insensitive/down-cased), see Yarkoni 

et al. (2008)

chl_lemma

"Base form" (Schröder et al., 2015) 

associated with a given type in childLex, 

case sensitive

chl_lemma_abs
Frequency of occurrence of the lemma 

(case sensitive)

chl_lemma.norm

Normalized lemma frequency: frequency of 

occurrence per 1,000,000 tokens (case 

sensitive)
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type.zipf

Zipf score for target types (without 

smoothing) as proposed by van Heuven et 

al. (2014), based on chl_type.norm

lemma.zipf

Zipf score for lemmas (without smoothing) 

as proposed by van Heuven et al. (2014), 

based on chl_lemma.norm


